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Language – Register

I’m Sorry but I’ll Have to Let You Go contains a lot of informal language, especially the 
sort people use in emotional circumstances. At other times they would choose words of 
a more formal register. 
ExamplEs: prat – a foolish person
Amy and Kyle used to live together, but not any more. What went wrong? A magazine 
interviewer has asked for their accounts of what happened. 

A  REading

 Read their versions below and choose suitable formal words and expressions 
from Box A to fill in. Look up unknown words and make sure you know how to 
pronounce them. Read the whole text first for the context.

Box A

indolent  •  creative  •  laid-back  •  spontaneous  •  demanding 

considerate  •  bohemian  •  domesticated  •  fundamentally 

oppressive  •  self-indulgent   •  perfectionist  •  state of disarray 

concerned with the detail of  •  fastidious

amy’s story

Kyle was really good for me … for a time. He was superb at bringing order into my 
chaos. And he was sensitive and 1  . I couldn’t believe it when he 
brought me breakfast in bed at weekends. My own family don’t do that. 

He also enjoyed being at home a lot. He was really quite 2  . 
In fact, he was quite a 3  about how one’s home should look. 
Y’know, always hoovering and tidying up. I know he thought me a bit disorganised 
when it came to home decorating and housework.

But my family has always been 4  and spontaneous, not at all  
5  . We didn’t want to live in an ‘ideal’ home. Like them, I’m an 
outdoors sort of person. Y’know, plenty of mud on my boots that somehow finds its 
way into the house.

In the end, I guess Kyle and I were 6  different. My chaos began 
to annoy him, and I found his concern with appearances a bit 

7  . His new girlfriend’s very into what she calls ‘interior design’. 
And my new boyfriend is more about substance than appearances.
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Kyle’s story

Amy was always great fun, really 8  and has a great 

sense of humour. You’d just be having a relaxed Sunday at home with friends, and 

she’d suddenly suggest a party game that involved cutting up lots of coloured paper, or 

moving all the furniture around. She certainly kept you guessing. 

Of course, it would involve a lot of tidying up afterwards, which she didn’t think was all 

that urgent. Amy never much minded living in a 9  . 

She was always 10  about housework, and thought it 

was more important to enjoy life to the max. 

It was quite funny when my mother came visiting. She would spend most of her time 

tidying up the place. 

I guess Amy thought my mum was a bit 11  when it 

came to appearances. Y’know, a place for everything and everything in its place. And 

my mum thought Amy was a bit of 12  and  

13  . I mean, spontaneity’s fine, but it can affect 

other people in negative ways.

Still, since breaking up, we’ve clearly met people who are right for us. My girlfriend 

is seriously 14  interior design. And Amy’s new 

boyfriend is a 15  , which is all good. It suits Amy 

quite well, I guess.

Language – Register, cont.
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Language – Register, cont.

B  Writing

 In private, Amy and Kyle do not use such polite, formal language about their 
exes. All of the filled in words above could be replaced by either less formal or less 
positive language from Box B below.

  What do you think they say about their exes in private to their new partners? 
Write two descriptions like the ones above.

  You can choose words and phrases from Box B (look up any unknown words) 
but you are free to choose informal words of your own. 

Box B

kind  •  lazy  •  house-trained  •  nit-picker  •  houseproud  •  ditzy  •  fussy

a pain in the arse  •  arty-farty  •  impulsive  •  dump n  •  totally   

slovenly  •  selfish  •  tight-bottomed about  •  slob  •  picky

C  Word matching

 Match the formal words in Box A and the informal ones of Box B.


